





























































































between" different" devices." Since" this" provision" was" intended" to" study" the" market" new"
technologies" for" connecting" these" devices," particularly" through" new" technology"Wifi! Direct."
Specifically," this" project" has" developed" the" classic" Pong" game" for" Android" devices" with" the"
ability"to"play"using"Wifi!Direct."This"technology"could"connect"two"or"more"devices"and"play"
with" each" other" without" the" need" for" a" server." This" technology," though" very" recent," is"
expected"to"be"useful"in"the"near"future"since"it"ignores"access"points"or"intermediate"software"
and"all"devices"are"connected"to"each"other."The"project"has"focused"mainly"on"the"technology"
used"but"also"needed"data"and"game" features,"design"and" future"possibilities."Thanks" to" the"





The! current! use!of!mobile! devices! has! opened!new! trends!of! communication!and! connection!
between! different! devices.! From! this! provision! of! the! market! has! wanted! to! study! new!



















































































































































































































































































































































addressed" for"mobile"phones." "The"quality"of" them" is"getting"better"every" time,"not"only" for"
their" technical" finish" but" also" for" their" development."Within" this" tendency," one" of" the"most"
asked" for" videogames" are" the"multiplayer" because" they" let" users" compete" with" each" other"
anywhere."This"evolution"was"used"when"creating"the"application"that"will"be"described"during"





place,"my" own" interest" for" the"world" of" videogames" and" all"which" surrounds" it." Since" I"was"
young" I" have" always" been" interested" in" classical" videogames" (also" called" Vintage)" as" for"
instance" the" first" 2D" videogames" or" even" the" classics" like" PONG." I" have" experienced" a" huge"




My" other" motivation" is" to" overcome" my" personal" boundaries" knowing" and" developing" a"
project"using"relatively"modern"technology"that"is"used"by"millions."After"having"studied"terms"
as" Cloud" and" subjects" related" to" mobile" phones’" dispositive" programming," I" wanted" to" go"




The" following"project" is" based" in" the"design" and" implementation"of" a" videogame" for"mobile"
phones,"concretely"for"the"Android"operative"system."This"system"is"characterized"by"being"an"
open"code"system,"which"lets"anybody"to"modify"and"improve"it."This"means"that"behind"the"











more" than" thirty" years" ago." More" precisely," the" videogame" Pong." This" videogame" was"
characterized"by"being"similar"to"the"Tennis"videogame"but"without"needing"a"net."Each"player"
disposes"of"a"tennis"racket,"which"has"to"be"used"to"hit"the"ball"and"avoid" it"to"cross"beyond"
































The"following"document" is"divided" into"three"main"chapters;"context" (chapters"1,"2,"3"and"4)"
development" (chapters"5,"6"and"7)"and"conclusions" (Chapter"8)."The" first" chapter" is"done" in^
depth"study"of"the"different"technologies"and"concepts"directly"related"to"the"job."The"second"
chapter" focuses" on" the" process" followed" when" developing" and" implementing" technical"
decisions" and" problems" encountered" during" the" implementation." The" third" chapter" in" the"
conclusions" of" the" project" shows" the" results" obtained" throughout" development" and" are"











• Chapter( 3:" This" chapter" identifies" all" potential" risks"of" the" application" as"well" as" the"














so" called"different"patterns"and"design" features"of" the"game."Also"explains" the"main"
design"issues"known"in"the"Android"platform.""
"
• Chapter( 7:" Chapter"deployment" shows" the"main"points"of" the" inner"workings"of" the"
application" as" well" as" the" functions" and" parts" necessary" code" for" the" proper"
functioning"of"the"application.""
"


























It"was"developed"by"Alexander!S.!Douglas" in"1952" [2]."This"game"was" the" first" computerized"







Four" years" later," Steve" Russell" spent"more" than" six"months" in" developing" a" game" based" on"
vector"graphics:"Space!War." In" this"videogame," two"players"could"take"two"spaceships"under"
control"and"fight"with"each"other."
"
Almost" ten"years" later,"Ralph"Baer" started" to"develop" the"videogame"Fox!and!Hounds"which"
was"characterized"by"being"one"of"the"predecessors"of"the"domestic"console."It"let"the"player"
play" to" some"pre^set" videogames" in" any" television." But" it"was" not" until" 1971" that" the" game"
Computer! Space! [3]," started" to" be" marketed." Computer! Space" was" an" upgraded" version" of"
Space!War."
"
But," in" fact," the" expansion" of" videogames" started" with" the" gaming" machine" PONG" (the"
commercial" version" of" the" videogame" Tennis! for! Two)." The" system" was" designed" and"




From" that" moment" on," the" evolution" of" videogames" has" been" really" quick." It" has" achieved"






A" videogame" is" an" electronic" device," which" allows," using" the" right" commands," to" simulate"
videogames"on"televisions"and"computers’"screens"or"any"other"devices."In"fact,"a"videogame"is"
a" software" thought"and"developed" for"entertaining"and" interact"with" the" computer"or"other"




• Action( (arcade):" This" is" one" of" the" most" developed" videogames" and" has" its" origin"
related" to" Arcade" Games" or" gaming" machines" games." The" term" Arcade" has" been"
established"for"those"games"that"challenge"the"player"to"complete"different"stages."
"











• Adventure:" Another" classic" among" the" videogames" world" is" this" genre." It" is"
characterized"by"guiding"a"character"along"the"plot"of"a"game."The"character"will"have"



























































































































































































Market( Trade" Little"social"acceptance" 12%" 3"



































weakness," opportunity" or" opportunities," or" threats" Threats)" is" an" analytical" tool" initiator" of"
strategic"thinking,"which"allows"us"to"make"an"introduction"and"mindset"with"which"to"perform"
a"proper"analysis"of"the"competitive"situation"of"a"project."Thus,"the"method"of"SWOT"analysis"



















































































































The$ calculation$ of$ the$ expenses$ budgeted$ based$ on$ the$ application$ will$ be$ held$ in$ the$
University$ of$ Lleida,$ so$ eliminates$ the$ cost$ of$ rent,$ electricity$ and$ water.$ In$ addition,$ the$
software$ used$ is$ free$ and$ in$ particular$ for$ the$ case$we$ are$ also$ free.$ This$ is$ very$ important$
because$ it$ removes$ all$ kinds$ of$ budget$ programming$ tools$ because$ it$ costs$ nothing$ even$
remember$ that$ free$software$ is$not$ freeware$equivalent.$Moreover$ the$ initial$budget$will$be$


















Java$ variation$ called$Dalvik,$ which$ will$ be$ explained$ in$ section$ 4.2.2.$ The$ operative$ system$





Google$bought$ it.$ Since$November$2007$ it$was$all$ only$ rumors$but,$ then,$ the$Open$Handset$
Alliance$was$ launched.$ It$grouped$a$ lot$of$mobile$phone$business,$ chipsets.$Google$provided$
the$first$Android$version$as$well$as$the$SDK$so$that$programmers$could$start$their$application$






that$ the$ user$ does$ not$ have$ to$ pay$ anything$ to$ use$ it$ or$ include$ it$ in$ a$mobile$ phone.$ This$
makes$it$be$popular$between$manufacturers$and$developers$as$it$makes$the$costs$of$launching$
the$mobile$phone$or$application$very$low.$Anyone$can$download$the$font$code,$inspection$it,$



















• Linux+ Kernel:$ The$ Android$ operative$ system$ core$ provides$ an$ abstraction$ layer$ that$











• Android+ Runtime:$ In$ fact,$ it$ cannot$be$ considered$ as$ a$ layer$ itself$ because$ it$ is$ also$
composed$ by$ libraries.$ Its$ main$ component$ is$ the$ virtual$ machine$ Dalvik,$ which$
executes$the$non[native$Android$applications.$These$are$compiled$in$a$specific$format$
for$the$virtual$machine$Dalvik.$This$ensures$the$fact$that$the$application$will$be$able$to$
be$executed$ in$ any$Android$dispositive$ that$meets$ the$ version$ requirements.$During$
the$compiling$process,$ the$usual$ .class$ files$are$generated$but$ these$ files$are$directly$
converted$into$.dex$files$(Dalvik$executable).$It$is$an$optimization$measure$as$.dex$files$




use$ to$ work.$ The$ majority$ of$ their$ components$ are$ Java$ libraries$ that$ access$ the$
resources$through$the$virtual$machine$Dalvik.$
$
• Applications:$ It$ is$ composed$ by$ the$ applications$ of$ the$ device.$ All$ of$ them$ use$ the$
same$application$framework$to$access$the$services$given$by$the$operative$system.$This$
means$that$there$can$be$invented$some$applications$that$use$the$same$resources$than$




















Now$ that$ we$ know$ the$ architecture$ of$ the$ operative$ system,$ it$ is$ turn$ to$ learn$ about$ the$
structure$of$an$application.$Below,$there$will$be$an$explanation$about$its$main$components:$
$
• Services:$ They$are$a$ type$of$ components$executed$at$ a$ second$ level.$A$ service$ is$ an$







to$ facilitate$ the$ interaction.$The$activities$can$be$ found$at$ full$ screen,$ inside$another$
application,$as$suspended$windows…$Activities$have$a$cycle$of$life.$
$







For$ the$ correct$ execution$ of$ all$ of$ these$ items,$ a$ control$ mechanism$ is$ needed.$ This$
mechanism$ is$ the$ AndroidManifest.xml.$ file.$ This$ file$ is$ needed$ in$ all$ the$ applications.$ It$ is$
located$in$the$application$root$directory$and$acts$as$an$application$implementation$descriptor.$
Other$ very$ important$ items$ in$ the$applications$ are:$ Intents,$which$ are$used$ for$ sending$ text$
messages$ or$ communication$ items$ between$ components,$ applications$ or$ the$ very$ same$
application$ (activities).$ Views,$ which$ are$ used$ to$ design$ the$ interface$ in$ charge$ of$ showing,$




has$ its$ own$ cycle$ of$ life.$ An$ application$ are$ one$or$more$ activities$ plus$ a$ Linux$ process$ that$
contains$them.$In$Android,$the$cycle$of$ life$of$an$activity$ is$not$attached$to$only$one$process.$
! 32$
Processes$ are$ activity$ containers$ but$ for$ one$ use$ only.$ This$means$ that$ once$ the$ activity$ is$



































































It$ is$ the$ first$ functional$ version$ with$ some$ users.$ What$ is$ new$ is$ the$ possibility$ of$
incorporating$a$screen$keyboard$with$text$predictions.$The$devices$no$longer$need$to$
have$ a$ physic$ keyboard.$ It$ incorporates$ stereo$ Bluetooth$ support$ so$ it$ lets$ the$ user$
Figure$10.$Android$versions$[24]$
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automatically$ connect$ to$ Bluetooth$ headphones.$ The$ windows$ transitions$ are$ done$
through$animations.$
• Donut$(Android$1.6$API$level$4):$
It$ allows$ advanced$ search$ capability$ in$ all$ the$ dispositive$ as$ well$ as$ text$ to$ speech$










The$ improvement$ in$ the$ application$ execution$ speed$ is$ the$ most$ outstanding$
characteristic.$This$is$achieved$with$the$introduction$of$a$new$Dalvik$JIT$compiler.$The$
applications$development$ involves$ the$ following$news:$There$ is$ the$possibility$ to$ask$
the$user$if$he/she$wants$to$install$the$application$in$an$extern$storage$media$(as$an$SD$












In$ order$ to$ improve$ to$ improve$ the$ Android$ experience$ in$ the$ new$ tablets,$ the$ 3.0$
version$ is$ launched.$ It$ is$ optimized$ for$ devices$ with$ bigger$ screens.$ The$ new$ user$
interface$ has$ been$ completely$ redesigned$ with$ new$ paradigms$ for$ interaction$ and$
navigation.$ Fragments$ outstand$ among$ the$ introduced$ news.$ They$ can$ be$ used$ to$
! 36$
design$ different$ user$ interface$ items.$ 2D/3d$ graphics$ are$ improved$ thanks$ to$ the$
OpenGL$ renderer$ machinery$ accelerated.$ Dalvik$ has$ been$ optimized$ for$ allowing$











with$ profile$ shaped$ results.$ The$ Google$ Now$ function$ allows$ the$ use$ of$ position,$
address$ book$ and$ time$ information$ in$ searches.$ There$ is$ a$ new$ international$ users’$




One$ of$ the$main$ objectives$ of$ version$ 4.4$ is$ to$make$ Android$ available$ for$ a$ wider$
amount$of$devices,$including$those$with$only$a$512MB$capacity$of$RAM$memory.$There$
are$also$more$visible$ improvements$as$ the$new$characteristics$of$ the$user$ interface.$























have$ routers$ so$ it$ is$ more$ interesting$ to$ be$ able$ to$




computers$ are$ able$ to$ create$ an$ ad2hoc. network$
(point$to$point),$creating$an$access$point$via$software.$
A$ new$ function$ that$ is$ being$ generally$ integrated$ in$
televisions$ allows$ to$ share$ the$ content$of$our$device$
into$ it.$ What$ is$ more,$ the$ compatibility$ of$ both$
devices$ with$ Wi[Fi[Direct$ is$ not$ needed$ if,$ at$ least,$
one$of$them$is.$
$
Android$ mobile$ phones$ from$ 4.0$ version$ above$ have$ Wi[Fi[Direct$ serially$ included.$ Apple$
devices,$ thanks$ to$ IOS,$ have$ their$ own$Wi[Fi[Direct$ called$ airdrop$ from$ version$ 7.0$which$ is$
only$compatible$with$other$IOS.$Wi[Fi[Direct$uses$some$rules$to$accomplish$its$functions:$
$
• WiPFi:$ Wi[Fi[Direct$ uses$ the$ same$ Wi[Fi$ technology$ than$ enabled$ devices$ use$ to$
communicate$with$wireless$routers.$A$Wi[Fi[Direct$dispositive$can$work$essentially$as$
an$access$point$so$those$devices$habilitated$for$Wi[Fi[Direct$can$directly$connect$to$it.$$
This$ was$ previously$ possible$ thanks$ to$ the$ creation$ of$ ad[hoc$ networks$ but$ Wi[Fi[




• Devices’+ WiPFi+ and+ discovery+ services:$ This$ protocol$ offers$ connection$ using$ the$
devices’$Wi[Fi$ in$order$ to$connect$with$each$other$and$check$ the$services$ supported$
before$ connecting.$ For$ instance,$ a$ Wi[Fi[Direct$ device$ could$ see$ all$ the$ compatible$
devices$supported$in$a$zone$and$then$reduce$the$ list$only$ into$the$devices$that$allow$
printing$(like$Wi[Fi$printers).$














In$order$ that$ the$operation$of$devices$with$WiFi$Direct$always$have$ the$same$characteristics$
and$standards,$there$is$the$association$responsible$for$WiFi$Alliance$certified$wireless$devices.$
This$ certification$means$ that$ any$ device$with$WiFi$ Direct$ technology$ is$ guaranteed$ to$work$
with$any$device$that$accepts$the$same$technology.$$
$
The$ idea$behind$ is$ that$WiFi$Direct$ connections$ require$ simple$ tasks$ simple.$One$example$ is$
the$new$printers$capable$of$printing$both$from$a$computer$to$a$phone.$In$addition,$there$are$







































to$many$ users.$ In$ order$ to$ properly$ understand$ the$ functioning,$ it$will$ show$ an$ example$ of$





In$ this$ case$ the$ router$ is$ essentially$ the$ gateway$ connectivity,$ called$ wireless$ access$ point$
(WAP).$Use$WiFi$Direct$means$cutting$the$trunk$network$and$connect$branches$between$them$
without$ an$ access$ point$ intermediary.$ The$ configuration$ of$ the$ connection$ between$ these$
devices$usually$being$very$simple$because$normally$you$only$need$to$press$a$button$or$enter$a$
password.$ Thus,$WiFi$ Direct$ Bluetooth$ works$ as$ simply$ a$ longer$ range$ and$ greater$ stability$
[38].$$
$
For$example,$ if$ I$connect$my$PC,$ laptop,$digital$ tablet$or$smartphone$to$a$compatible$printer$
with$WiFi$Direct,$I$just$have$to$click$a$button$once$the$printer$to$identify$my$device$(my$PC$for$











Use$ the$WiFi$ Direct$ technology$means$making$ use$ of$ a$ simple$ technology$with$ a$ variety$ of$










Samsung$ has$ included$ WiFi$ Direct$ the$ device$ from$ Android$ 2.3$ Galaxy$ S2,$ although$ only$
available$only$to$connect$to$other$devices$from$the$same$company.$To$use$DLNA$streaming$is$
now$common$in$all$the$latest$devices$launched$on$the$market,$including$the$HTC$One,$LG$and$
Sony$ Xperia$ Z1$ G2$ [14].$ WiFi$ Direct$ is$ even$ the$ new$ iPhone$ 5S$ already$ included$ in$ the$
operating$system$iOS7.$Not$ interested$ in$ losing,$has$updated$ its$BlackBerry$operating$system$
to$ include$ BB10.2.1$ Wifi$ Direct.$ Even$ the$ new$ Xbox$ One$ comes$ equipped$ with$ Wifi$ Direct$
connection$for$connecting$digital$tablet$or$smartphone$to$install$applications$as$SmartGlass$to$
work$a$bit$faster$and$much$easier.$$






The$ execution$ of$ a$ Java$ program$ consists$ in$ interpreting$ the$ byte$ codes$ which$ means$
transforming$ them$ into$ a$ system$ code$ and$ executing$ the$ code$ while$ translating$ into$ the$
machine$code.$The$JVM$(Java$Virtual$Machine)$is$the$one$in$charge$of$doing$this$chore.$Luckily,$
the$code$ is$not$ in$a$very$high$ level$ language.$Byte$codes$are$a$written$ intermediate$code$for$




Before$ JVC$ starts$ this$ interpretation$ process,$ it$ is$ necessary$ to$ do$ some$ chores$ to$ get$
everything$ prepared$ for$ the$ program$ to$ execute.$ At$ this$ point,$ the$ security$ policy$ is$
implemented.$There$are$three$different$components$in$this$process:$
$
• Class+ loader:$ This$ item$ separates$ the$ classes$ in$ order$ to$ avoid$ any$ attack.$ In$ Java$ 2$
there$ are$ three$ class$ groups$ associated$ to$ different$ route$ searches:$ system$ classes$
(associated$to$the$boot$class$path),$extension$system$path$(associated$to$the$extension$








• Class+ file+verifier:$The$function$of$this$component$ is$to$validate$the$byte$codes.$Even$
though$ this$ chore$can$seem$nonsense,$ it$ is$not,$as$not$all$ the$byte$codes$are$always$
correct$ because$ they$ can$ be$ hand[made$ or$ using$ modified$ compilers.$ The$ system$
distinguishes$ two$ types$ of$ codes.$ The$ code$ in$ which$ it$ relies$ on$ (generally$ system$















essential$Android$ libraries$which$ include$ the$major$ functional$part$of$ the$usual$ Java$ones$as$
well$as$other$specified$ones$for$Android.$ It$ is$based$on$Kernel$ functionality$(like$threading$or$
the$low$memory$level$management)$[17].$
$
The$main$Android$ runtime$ environment$ component$ is$ the$ virtual$machine$Dalvik$which$ is$ a$
component$ that$ executes$ every$ non[native$ Android$ applications.$ Applications$ are$ usually$
codified$in$Java$and$then$compiled$but$not$to$generate$an$executable$binary$compatible$with$
the$ Android’s$ specific$ architecture$machine.$ Instead$ of$ this,$ they$ are$ compiled$ in$ a$ specific$
format$ for$ the$ virtual$ machine$ Dalvik$ which$ is$ the$ one$ that$ executes$ them.$ This$ allows$ to$




Dalvik$must$ not$ be$ confused$with$ the$ virtual$machine$ Java$ as$ they$ are$ two$different$ virtual$













Android$ applications$ are$ executed$ in$ their$ own$ instance$ of$ the$ virtual$machine$ Dalvik.$ This$














Once$ the$ execution$ environment$ has$ been$ studied,$ the$ three$ Android$ system$ main$ tools$




Eclipse$ is$ a$ developing$platform,$ designed$ to$ be$ expanded$ through$plug[ins$ in$ an$undefined$
way.$It$was$conceived$from$its$origins$to$be$a$development$tools$integration$platform.$It$does$
not$use$ a$ specific$ language$as$ it$ is$ a$ generic$ IDE$although$ it$ is$ very$popular$ among$ the$ Java$
language$developers$using$plug[in$JDT$which$is$included$in$the$standard$distribution$of$IDE.$It$
provides$ tools$ for$ the$ work$ spaces$ management,$ writing,$ unfold,$ execute$ and$ debugging$
applications.$As$basic$items,$an$IDE$has$a$code$editor,$a$compiler/interpreter$and$a$debugger.$
Eclipse$works$as$a$Java$IDE$and$counts$with$a$great$amount$of$software$development$tools.$It$
also$ supports$ other$ programming$ languages,$ as$ C/C++,$ Cobol,$ Fortran,$ PHP$ or$ Python.$
Extensions$ (plug[ins)$ can$ be$ added$ to$ the$ Eclipse$ base$ platform$ in$ order$ to$ expand$ its$
functionality$[18].$
$
The$ word$ Eclipse$ identifies$ the$ free$ software$ community$ for$ the$ Eclipse$ platform$
development.$This$work$ is$divides$ in$projects$which$objective$ is$ to$provide$a$strong,$scalable$
and$quality$platform$for$the$software$development$with$IDE$Eclipse.$This$work$is$coordinated$






















• Extensive+ plugPin+ collection:$ They$ are$ available$ at$ huge$ amount,$ some$published$by$
Eclipse$and$others$by$other.$Because$of$the$fact$of$having$been$factor$standard$for$a$
lot$of$ time$ (not$ the$only$one$but$one$of$ them),$ the$available$collection$ is$enormous.$







When$ we$ open$ a$ Java$ project,$ the$ corresponding$ view$ opens.$ It$ is$ formed$ by$ two$ sights:$
Outline$and$Package$explorer.$The$Outline$sight$is$the$one$in$charge$of$showing$the$open$class$




The$ editor$ coloring$ code$ is$ a$ very$ interesting$ characteristic,$ doing$ for$ this$ the$ syntactic$








for$ Java$ and$ Smaltalk$ (language$ in$ which$ the$ project$ was$ written).$ When$ Java$ started$ to$
expand$and$its$popularity$increased,$IBM$decided$to$abandon$the$dual$virtual$machine$project$
and$ develop$ a$ new$ platform$ based$ on$ this$ language.$ In$ 2001,$ together$ with$ Borland,$ the$
! 47$





































Many$ of$ the$ software$ enginery$ problems$ come$ from$ the$ imprecision$ of$ the$ requirements$
specification.$ For$ a$ system$ developer$ it$ is$ natural$ to$ give$ interpretations$ of$ an$ ambiguous$
requirement$ with$ the$ finality$ of$ simplify$ its$ implementation.$ However,$ this$ is$ not$ what$ the$




























The$ non[functional$ requirements$ come$ from$ the$ need$ of$ the$ user,$ because$ of$ the$ budget$
restrictions,$ political$ organizations,$ the$ interoperability$ need$ to$ other$ system$ software$ or$

































































































































































































































































The$ fact$ that$ Android$ is$ an$ operative$ system$which$ runs$ a$ lot$ of$ chores$ at$ the$ same$ time,$
something$that$is$similar$to$what$nowadays$computers$do.$But$this$very$same$functionality$is$
the$one$that$cause$an$excessive$consumption$of$the$system$resources$as$like$a$computer,$the$









would$ improve$ the$management$but$ at$ the$ same$ time,$ it$would$need$more$workers.$ In$ the$
















































Once$ the$ objectives$ of$ the$ application$ have$ been$ defined,$ the$ design$ of$ it$must$ be$ chosen.$
Initially$ I$ thought$on$maintaining$ the$original$design$of$Pong$Original$but$ I$ finally$decided$ to$
give$it$a$more$upgraded$image.$For$this$reason,$through$some$first$handmade$designs,$a$little$




When$having$to$design$screens$and$menus$ for$Android,$ the$ first$problem$that$we$find$ is$ the$
enormous$ difference$ that$ exists$ between$ one$ and$ another$ device$ not$ only$ in$ their$
performance$but$in$resolution,$which$is$the$main$problem$we$will$find$when$designing.$
$
The$ screen$ timeline$ supported$ by$ Android$ devices$ starts$ by$ T[Mobile$ G1,$ the$ first$ available$
Android$device$in$the$market$and$has$a$320x480$HVGA$screen.$HVGA$means$“half$of$the$video$
graphics$array”$(or$VGA$half$size)$which$ is$the$standard$screen$size$even$though$nowadays$ it$
exist$ devices$ with$ a$ lot$ higher$ resolution$ that$ will$ be$ shown$ later$ on.$ In$ order$ to$ simplify,$
Android$classifies$screens$(by$measuring$the$length$of$a$diagonal$from$the$upper$left$corner$to$
the$ lower$ right$ corner$ of$ the$ screen$ device)$ in$ four$ general$ sizes:$ small,$ average,$ large$ and$
extra[large.$
$
320x533$ pixel$ resolution$ is$ recommended$ to$ be$ used$ as$ a$ reference$ and$ then$ to$ introduce$
designs$personalized$for$other$screen$sizes$as$it$is$considered$as$average$size$in$Android.$When$
talking$ about$ extra[large$ screen$ size$ it$ refers$ to$ tablet$ screens.$ However,$ nowadays$ most$
popular$smartphones$have$HD$screens$up$to$5$inches$and$1920x1080$resolution$(445ppp).$For$
this$reason,$what$was$considered$as$average,$it$is$not$functional$anymore.$Although$Android’s$
resolution$ is$ thought$ to$ be$ for$ 320x533$ pixel,$ from$ now$ on$ there$ will$ be$ shown$ the$ main$
characteristics$for$bigger$screens$as$this$is$what$can$be$found$nowadays$in$the$market$[19].$
$
When$ designing$ in$ Android$ it$ is$ important$ to$ highlight$ that$ it$ is$ not$ talked$ about$ screen$
resolution$ but$ screen$ density.$When$ talking$ about$ resolution$ we$ talk$ about$ the$ amount$ of$







• Independent+ density+ pixel+ (DP):$ This$ is$ the$ virtual$ pixel$ unit$ that$ is$ used$ in$ a$ user$
interface$design$definition$with$the$purpose$of$showing$the$sizes$of$the$design$or$the$
density$ position$ in$ an$ independently$ way.$ The$ independent$ density$ pixel$ are$
equivalent$ to$ a$ physic$ pixel$ in$ a$ 160$ DPI$ screen,$ which$ is$ the$ reference$ density$
assumed$ by$ the$ system$ as$ the$ screen$ average$ density.$ In$ the$ time$ execution,$ the$
system$controls$ in$a$ transparent$way$any$enlargement$of$DP$units,$over$ the$base$of$
the$real$density$of$the$screen$being$used.$The$conversion$of$DP$units$to$screen$pixel$is$




Android$ divides$ screen$ densities$ in$ four$ basic$ densities:$ LDPI$ (low),$ MDPI$ (medium),$ HDPI$
(high)$ and$ XHDPI$ (extra$ high).$ This$ is$ important$ as$ it$ will$ be$ necessary$ to$ have$ bitmaps$
depending$ on$ the$ different$ densities.$ Minimally,$ there$ should$ exist$ MDPI$ and$ HDPI$ format$
images$ in$ an$ application$ in$ order$ to$ ensure$ that,$ in$ any$ case,$ images$ will$ be$ shown$ at$ the$
appropriate$ quality.$ This$ means$ that$ all$ bitmaps$ graphics$ need$ to$ be$ amplified$ or$ reduced$
based$on$their$size$(320x533).$However,$it$also$exists$a$way$to$parsing$SVG$files$that$provides$a$







72$ PPI$ image$ it$ will$ be$ too$ pixelated$ and$ blurred$ once$ being$ amplified$ or$ reduced$ when$
printing,$for$instance,$a$poster.$Instead$of$amplifying$or$reducing$the$image,$it$is$necessary$to$
remake$ the$ image$ in$ vector$ format$ or$ use$ a$ high[resolution$ image$ and$ adjust$ the$ image$
resolution$around$300$PPI$ in$order$ to$print$ it$ and$not$ losing$ the$ image$quality.$ The$Android$
screen$density$works$in$a$very$similar$way,$with$the$exception$that$we$do$not$change$the$file$









IDPI$ screen$ device$would$make$ its$ appearance$ big$ and$ blurred.$ The$ same$way,$ placing$ it$ in$
another$device$with$a$HDPI$screen$would$make$it$be$too$small$or$even$unappreciative$(thanks$






In$ order$ to$ adjust$ the$ images$ into$ the$ different$ devices$ screen$ densities,$ it$ is$ necessary$ to$
follow$ a$ 3:4:6:8$ scale$ relation$ between$ the$ four$ density$ sizes.$ Using$ this$ and$ a$ little$ simple$










The$same$way$it$ is$ important$to$differentiate$an$image$depending$on$the$screen$density,$ it$ is$
possible$ to$ classify$ it$ in$ the$ project$ depending$ on$ the$ screen$ resolution$ in$ which$ the$





This$way$we$can$use$ the$ same$name$ for$each$of$ the$density$ screen$ files.$ In$order$not$ to$do$
more$ work$ than$ the$ one$ needed,$ it$ will$ be$ necessary$ to$ create$ the$ images$ under$ a$ 72$ PPI$













has$a$ fully$ renovated$visual$aspect,$and$ incorporates$all$ the$design$patterns$ that$version$2.0$
introduced.$One$ of$ the$ huge$ differences$ in$ Honeycomb$ is$ a$mechanism$ called$ fragments.$ A$
fragment$ is$a$component$ in$a$ layout$ that$can$change$ its$ size$and$position$depending$on$ the$
orientation$and$screen$size.$This$also$addresses$the$problem$of$designing$for$different$type$of$
screens,$ giving$ the$ designer$ and$ developers$ a$way$ of$ doing$ their$ components$more$ flexible$















When$ designing$ the$ different$ menus$ for$ the$ application,$ it$ has$ been$ first$ analyzed$ the$
operation$ and$ characteristics$ of$ the$ possible$ menus.$ For$ this$ reason,$ a$ very$ interesting$
resource$called$Android$Patterns$has$been$used.$It$has$been$born$from$the$analysis$of$different$












• Getting+ Input:$ It$ covers$ the$ common$ way$ that$ the$ users$ have$ to$ insert$ data$ in$ a$
specific$ context.$ For$ instance,$ when$ the$ user$ interacts$ with$ the$ different$ fields$ of$ a$
form$(text$boxes,$spinners,$check$boxes…)$
$
• Navigation:$Navigation$ is$ the$process$of$going$ from$one$place$to$another.$ It$has$ two$







































In$ the$ initial$ screen$ there$must$ be$ shown$ the$main$ actions$ that$ the$ user$ can$ do$ inside$ the$
application.$ Following$ the$ states$ transition$ diagram,$ a$ design$ of$ the$ initial$ screen$ has$ been$
done.$ In$ Android,$ there$ can$ be$ several$ types$ of$ resources$ designed$ and$ include$ them$ in$ an$
application.$To$achieve$this,$a$XML$file$must$be$created$with$the$menu$definition$ in$order$to$
reference$them$with$Java$code$afterwards.$Handling$the$menus$this$way$is$great$practice$as$it$











The$method$used$ in$onCreateOptionsMenu()$ that$will$allow$us$ to$use$the$MenuInflater$class$
which$ is$ used$ to$ instant$ a$ menu$ XML$ resourceinside$ an$ object$ of$ the$ menu$ class.$ This$ is$
achieved$ by$ calling$ the$ inflate()$ method$ that$ receives$ as$ a$ first$ parameter$ the$ menu$ XML$
resource$ that$ will$ be$ assigned$ to$ the$ menu$ object$ that$ receives$ the$ main$ method$
onCreateOptionsMenu().$ It$ must$ be$ said$ that$ this$ method$ will$ have$ to$ be$ called$ to$ the$







Thanks$ to$ this$ design$ can$ keep$ the$ same$ format$
as$ the$ original$ game,$ showing$ the$ face$ of$ the$
traditional$user$interface.$In$addition$to$the$small$
amount$ of$ available$ options$ enables$ interactivity$
and$ease$of$application$for$everyone.$
$
This$ screen$ is$ the$ first$ screen$ you$ will$ see$ once$
you$ start$ any$ user$ application.$ For$ this$ reason$ it$
has$been$designed$so$that$at$a$glance$you$can$see$
the$ different$ game$ options$ that$ allows$
application.$
$





























creation$ and$ 3D$ graphics.$ As$ a$ graphic$ elaborator$ resource,$ Android$ provides$ Canvas,$ Paint,$
Path$and$Drawable$classes.$
$
Canvas$ class$ contains$ all$ the$ logic$ summarized$ in$methods$ in$ order$ to$ draw.$All$ the$ logic$ of$
how$to$draw$circles,$lines$or$rectangles$is$stored$in$the$Canvas$class.$When$we$draw,$we$are$in$
fact$ editing$ the$ pixel$ of$ an$ underlying$ bits$ map$ attached$ to$ Canvas$ itself.$ This$ bits$ map$ is$
always$ generated$ automatically$ when$ the$ views$ common$ onDraw()$ event$ is$ overcharged.$

















A$ second$ important$process$ is$ that$ in$ the$ case$of$overcharging$onDraw,$ automatically$ there$
will$ be$ created$ a$ parameter$ as$ a$ Canvas$ object,$ representing$ the$ own$ Canvas$ personalized$













As$ it$ has$ been$ mentioned,$ it$ exists$ a$ Paint$ class$ which$ is$ called$ by$ Canvas$ in$ many$ of$ its$




After$ showing$ how$ to$ use$ Canvas$ and$ Paint,$ the$ result$ obtained$ for$ the$ application$will$ be$
shown.$ As$ it$ can$ be$ observed,$ there$ has$ been$ crated$ a$ black$ background$ to$ simulate$ the$
original$game$and,$using$Canvas,$the$different$objects$have$been$drawn.$The$chosen$colors$are$
blue$and$red$in$order$to$differentiate$both$players$(instead$of$the$Pong$original$white).$Finally,$









































On$ the$ other$ hand,$ it$ exists$ a$ screen$ needed$ for$ the$ opponent$ to$ connect$ into$ the$ created$
game.$ In$ this$case,$ there$ is$only$a$ text$space$where$ the$user$has$ to$ insert$ the$user$name.$ In$
order$to$keep$using$the$before$mentioned$patterns$it$has$been$used$the$Notifications$pattern.$


















After$ finishing$ the$ application$ design,$ it$ is$ time$ to$ develop$ it.$ For$ this$ reason$ this$ section$
focuses$ on$ the$ main$ characteristic$ of$ the$ application$ implementation$ as$ well$ as$ the$ most$




















messages$ from$ our$ wire$ to$ the$ UIThread.$ For$ this$ reason$ the$ Handler$ type$ method$
sendMessage$is$used$in$order$to$warn$UIThread$that$ it$has$to$repaint$all$the$screen$items.$In$








































In$ this$ application$ there$ is$ the$possibility$ to$directly$play$against$ the$device.$ For$ this$ reason,$
some$ artificial$ intelligence$ characteristics$ have$ been$ implemented$ so$ that$ the$ user$ can$ play$
against$the$device$as$if$it$was$a$real$user.$
$
It$ is$ for$ this$ reason$ that,$ following$ some$ calculations,$ there$ has$ been$ some$ system$ artificial$
intelligence$ implemented.$ Firstly,$ an$ artificial$ intelligence$ that$ always$ followed$ the$ ball$ was$















Finally,$ there$ is$ a$more$extent$ function$ that$predicts$ the$ball$ location.$ This$ prediction$ is$ not$
exact$which$facilitates$the$opponent$to$win.$Mainly$it$is$characterized$by$observing$the$actual$
ball$location,$which$means$seeing$if$it$bounces$the$walls,$the$distance$between$the$rackets,$of$






























Thanks$ to$ this$ code$ it$ is$ possible$ for$ the$ user$ to$ live$ a$ better$ interaction$with$ the$machine$

















means$ that$each$of$ them$will$be$composed$by$an$only$ identifier$ (like$an$email))$and$a$value$









the$ SharedPreferences$ class$ which$ will$ represent$ a$ preference$ collection.$ An$ Android$
application$ can$ manage$ several$ preferences$ collections$ that$ will$ be$ different$ by$ a$ unique$
identifier.$ In$ order$ to$ get$ a$ reference$ of$ a$ specific$ collection$ it$ is$ necessary$ to$ use$ the$
getStartedPreferences()$method$in$which$we$will$pass$the$collection$identifier$and$the$access$































To$ upgrade$ or$ insert$ new$ preferences,$ the$ process$ will$ be$ that$ easy$ too$ with$ only$ one$
difference;$the$update$or$insertion$will$not$be$directly$done$over$the$SharedPreferences$object$
but$over$its$SharedPreferences.editor$edition$object.$To$this$last$object$we$will$access$with$an$
edit()$method$of$ the$SharedPreferences$ type.$Once$ the$editor$ reference$ is$obtained,$we$will$
use$ put$methods$ corresponding$ to$ the$ data$ type$ of$ each$ preference$ to$ update$ or$ insert$ its$
value$ like,$ for$ instance,$putString(key,$value)$ to$update$a$String$ type$preference.$Similarly$ to$
the$already$seen$get$methods,$ there$will$be$available$put$methods$ for$all$ type$of$basic$data:$
putInt(),$putFloat(),$putBoolean()…$
$













Thanks$ to$ this$ feature$ it$ is$ possible$ to$ store$ all$ the$ user$ preferences$ and$ avoid$ restore$ the$















The$ previous$ section$ was$ about$ Shared$ Preferences,$ a$ mechanism$ that$ allows$ us$ to$ easily$
manage$ an$ application$ options$ letting$ us$ to$ save$ the$ in$ XML$ in$ a$ transparent$ way$ for$ the$
programmer.$By$now,$we$only$know$how$to$use$them$with$code.$However,$Android$offers$an$







The$main$ container$ of$ our$ preference$ screen$will$ be$ the$ <PreferenceScreen>$ item.$ This$






represented$ with$ the$ <PreferenceCategory>$ item$ which$ we$ will$ give$ a$ descriptive$ text$




































A$broadcast$ receiver$ (BroadcastReceiver5.en. l’API.19)$ receives$and$reacts$ to$broadcast$global$
warnings.$ It$ exists$ a$ lot$ of$ them$ originated$ by$ the$ system;$ as$ low$ power,$ incoming$ call…$













that$can$block$the$system,$ it$will$be$necessary$to$throw$a$secondary$wire.$ If$we$want$a$ time$
persistent$action$it$will$be$necessary$to$throw$a$service.$From$a$Broadcast$receiver$you$cannot$
show$ a$ dialog$ box$ or$ joining$ a$ service$ (bindService()),$ but$ instead$ of$ it$ you$ can$ show$ a$
notification.$What$is$more,$startService()$can$be$used$to$start$a$service$in$the$device$itself.$An$








own$ system$will$ be$ the$ one$ in$ charge$ of$ telling$ the$ Broadcast$ Receiver$ that$ this$ action$ has$
happened.$This$way,$we$would$be$able$to$create,$ for$ instance,$a$Broadcast$receiver$that$was$




















In$ the$ second$ case,$ it$ is$ a$ code$ that$will$ be$necessary$ to$ automatically$ receive$ the$ available$



































• To$ able$ and$ disable$ the$ existent$ Wi[Fi$ network$ device$ and$ know$ all$ dynamic$ the$
information$about$the$network$state$in$which$is$connected.$





referred$ to$ an$ abstract$ level$ of$ network$ connections,$ ConnectivityManager6.is$ used.$ In$ the$
following$code,$used$in$the$application,$it$is$possible$to$observe$how,$together$with$Broadcast$










rooms.$ In$other$words,$ information$ stored$on$different$ access$points$ close$ to$ the$device$on$
which$the$application$is$running.$The$following$code$shows$the$waiting$message$received$from$
















Thanks$ to$ this$ set$ of$ code$ and$ API$ WifiReceiver$ is$ possible$ to$ display$ on$ screen$ the$ user$
information$ for$access$points$created$by$nearby$devices.$This$ function$will$ run$until$ the$user$











move$ the$ racket$ smoothly$over$ the$ screen).$There$were$various$options$ such$as$comparator$
and$ comparable$ interfaces$ to$ perform$ this$ function.$ But$ one$ of$ the$main$ concerns$was$ the$
differences$between$comparator$and$comparable$or$ordered$collection$of$objects$if$their$ID$or$
by$ name.$ The$ interface$ is$ characterized$ Comparable$ to$ classify$ objects$ but$ must$ be$
implemented$ by$ objects$ to$ classify.$ It$ is$ for$ this$ reason$ that$ to$ use$ interface,$ you$ must$
implement$the$method$compareTo$(Object).$This$interface$must$be$implemented$in$all$classes$
that$ want$ to$ define$ a$ natural$ order$ of$ their$ instances.$ In$ other$ words,$ we$ should$ be$
implemented$whenever$you$need$the$functionality$of$the$interface$in$a$class$of$our$own.$
$
The$ order$ rule$ has$ to$ be$ transitive$ (if$ x.compareTo(i)<0$ and$ y.compareTo(z)<0,$ then$
x.compareTo(z)<0)$and$invertible$(the$result$sign$of$x.compareTo(i)$has$to$be$the$same$to$the$
denialof$the$result$sign$of$y.compareTo(x)$for$all$the$X$and$Y$combinations).$What$is$more,$it$is$
advised$ (but$ not$ compulsory)$ to$ do$ so$ and,$ only$ if$ the$ result$ of$ x.compareTo(i)$ is$ zero,$ the$
x.equals(i)$result$is$right.$
$




















reason,$we$can$use$a$ Java$native$class$called$Timer$Task.$We$can$configure$the$delay$ (of$ the$
first$ execution)$ and$ the$period$ (of$ the$ following$executions).$ If$ from$ the$ run$method$of$ this$
Timer$Task$we$try$to$modify$anything$related$to$the$graphic$interface$that$it$is$executed$in$the$












As$ it$ can$ be$ observed,$ the$ code$ is$ shorts$ as$we$will$ only$ have$ the$ run$ function$ that$will$ be$
executed$ every$ time$ that$we$want$ to$ refresh$ the$ view.$ In$ this$ case,$ inside$ the$ run$ function$
there$is$a$call$to$the$postInvalidate()$function.$Each$class$derived$from$View$has$the$function$of$
invalidate$ and$ posInvalidate$ method.$ Invalidate$ warns$ the$ system$ that$ the$ actual$ view$ has$
changed$ and$ that$ it$ has$ to$ be$ repainted$ as$ quickly$ as$ possible.$ As$ this$method$ can$ only$ be$
called$by$UIThread,$it$is$necessary$to$have$another$method$in$order$to$use$it$when$it$is$not$in$
the$ UIThread$ and$ it$ still$ wants$ to$ notify$ the$ system$ that$ the$ view$ has$ changed,$ The$
postInvalidate$method$notifies$the$system$of$an$UIThread$and$the$view$in$again$drawn$in$the$









The$ socket$ interface8$defines$ the$ rules$ that$ a$ program$ has$ to$ follow$ in$ order$ to$ use$ the$
transport$ level$ services$ in$ a$ TCP/IP$ networking.$ A$ socket$ is$ the$ final$ point$ of$ a$ bidirectional$
communication$between$two$programs$that$interchange$information$through$the$Internet.$As$
in$ a$ same$device$ or$ computer$ it$ is$ possible$ to$ simultaneously$ execute$ different$ applications$


























has$ as$ a$ parameter$ the$ port$ in$which$ the$ incoming$ petitions$were$ being$ listened.$Once$ the$
client$ is$ connected,$ we$ have$ to$ obtain$ its$ outputstream$ or$ inputstream$ with$ the$
getoutputStream()$or$ getInputStream()$methods.$ The$outputStream$ is$used$ for$ sending$data$


































function$call$ init().$This$ function$ is$characterized$by$trying$to$create$a$new$socket$that$allows$
connection$ to$ the$ device$ has$ already$ prepared$ the$ access$ point.$ With$ this$ new$ device$
establishes$a$new$socket$connection$to$the$server$and$to$expedite$the$start$of$the$game,$once$

















































On$ the$ other$ hand,$ finishing$ the$ project$ has$ shown$me$ that,$ after$ having$ finished$ the$ four$
years$that$has$lasted$my$degree$at$Universitat.de.Lleida,$I$can$use$all$the$knowledge$learnt$to$
develop$my$own$applications.$The$fact$of$being$able$to$use$all$this$knowledge$and$the$personal$













an$ account$ to$modify$ personal$ data$ and$ see$ a$ list$ of$ all$ the$ punctuations$ achieved$
through$all$the$games$
• Modify$ the$Wi[Fi[Direct$ part$ in$ order$ to$ use$ routers$ and$ existent$ access$ points$ and$
improve$the$Wi[Fi$distance$functionality.$




• Using$other$type$of$technologies$ learnt$ in$the$Computer$Engineering$degree$as$Node$
or$Google$App$Engine$to$create$a$backend$or$the$own$server.$
• Develop$ the$ same$ application$ for$ IOS$ devices$ and$ this$ way$ having$ an$ application$
compatible$with$any$type$of$smartphone.$
$
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